Whisker length atamen = 2

Feeding age = 12

Hem for gelgeen = 1

Wetah mokhehe = 1

Mail = 45, 36 cm

Stabun = 41 cm
How - assembly line.

How do we translate this into
writing code?

- writing papers
- collecting data/analyses/feedback
- CTD
- ISO 9000
- client focus (performance, health, etc.)

(Images of a person?)

BATCH
What is batch?

What does "batch" mean in the context of writing papers?

1) Value → introduction/conclusion
2) Value stream

[Diagram with steps: write, submit, publish, feedback, research]
3) Flow

A  B  C  D

intake/discard  intake  intake  discard  discard
condemn  return  return  collect  discard

4) Waste
- intake/binder  →  only read client file
- data collective  →  only collect client file
- discard  →  only discard issues that add value

5) Protection (Rocking chairs, barriers)
Lean Production is a very simple idea.

Value/Waste

Suppliers  Process (value stream)

Waste

Customer

1) Value
2) Value Stream
3) Flow
4) Waste
5) Perfection
Why is GAME THEORY interesting?

- conflict
- decisions
- payoffs

I am not a very competitive person. I like to solve problems and understand systems, ideally with equations etc., that I also note, but I do not like to be "worst-in-class."

I like the idea of Catan GTD as a game, but mostly because
It is then up to flow and analysts.

What is the VALUE in writing the reports?

1) Has enforcement & KOW need some kind of info, just to see that things are properly.

But, do they actually read the reports?

2) What does KOW need to know? 
-9 =

GLD
FLT
ERA
SKN-mentale ("seelische")